22 23 24 25 26 27 28 2 29 A configural model of expert judgement as a preliminary epidemiological study of 30 injury problems: An application to drowning. 31 32 Abstract 33 Robust epidemiological studies identifying determinants of negative health outcomes require 34 significant research effort. Expert judgement is proposed as an efficient alternative or 35 preliminary research design for risk factor identification associated with unintentional injury.
7 141 Each of the three scale items was expected to be associated with varying levels of surf bather 142 drowning risk in a systematic risk order providing the rational for H2. 143 144 H2: The order of levels within each IV is associated systematically with surf bather drowning 145 risk.
146 147 Null-hypotheses tested for differences between IVs levels and expected direction. 148 149 Intuitively, and consistent with a configural judgement approach, the drowning risk for levels 150 of one IV would be expected to be influenced by the other two IV levels. Therefore, H3 151 anticipated that an effect produced on the DV by one level of an IV is dependent on levels of 152 other IVs [21] . 153 154 H3: Three first order interactions and one second order interaction among the IVs will 155 produce an effect on the DV. 156 157 H3 generated four null-hypotheses. The direction of interaction effects between IV levels 158 were investigated a priori but not as specified hypotheses.
159 Instrument and design 160 Ethical approval was granted by the Monash University Standing Committee on Ethics in 161 Research Involving Humans. The experiment was administered using a self-completed 162 questionnaire. Personal data comprised surf bathing experience and currency, surf-activity 163 proficiency, lifesaver/lifeguard and rescue experience and demographic details. To reduce 164 potential influence of other possible risk factors on judgements, an instruction page outlined 165 the general scenario for drowning risk exposure including bathing at the outer wave breaking 166 zone (S2 Table) . Following this, 27 vignettes, on separate pages, provided a combination of 167 IV levels and the DV drowning risk scale. Two sets of questionnaires were produced; P1 for 168 time-period 1 and P2 for time-period 2. Respondents were instructed not to refer back to their 169 previous ratings when rating new scenarios. 170 Vignettes and ordering procedure 171 The three IVs at three levels resulted in 27 unique combinations (cells) for rating the DV.
172 Each cell was presented as a three paragraph vignette personalised with a gendered name (S2 173 247 and P2 to test for differences between specialist groups using Mann-Whitney (U) tests. 248 249 Following preliminary assessment, a repeated-measures three-way ANOVA was run on SPSS 250 using the general linear program. The assumption of sphericity was assessed by Mauchly's 251 test. Greenhouse-Geisser estimate, correcting for degrees of freedom, was used where the 252 assumption of sphericity was not met. A priori polynomial contrasts were specified for each 253 factor to test for presumed IV factor order (in linear or quadratic form) with results reported 254 where significant. Tests of differences between estimated marginal means for IV factor levels 255 (i.e., the unweighted mean that controls for potential confounding from other IVs), three first-256 order interactions, and one second-order interaction, applied the Bonferroni correction. 280 Vignette gender 281 The DV mean rating (chance of getting into difficulty in the water) was higher for female 282 vignette subjects compared to males for 17 vignette scenarios (63%); lower for 10 (37%). 13 283 Mann-Whitney (U) tests were not significant for any vignette gender differences (p<0.05) so 284 this variable was not treated as a factor in further analysis.
Reliability of vignette DV ratings between P1 and P2
286 Vignette DV mean ratings between P1 and P2 (N=36) were 13 (48%) higher cell means for 287 P1, 12 (44%) higher cell means for P2, and 2 (7%) identical means. As Wilcoxon sign-rank 288 test identified no significant differences (p<0.002) P1 and P2 ratings were considered 289 statistically to be from the same populations, providing justification for pooling cell ratings.
Comparison of specialist groups DV ratings
291 Table 1 presents judges' mean vignette ratings for P1, P2 and overall. Although vignette 292 ratings varied (mean 4.0-6.9), when grouped the pattern for surfers and lifeguards were 293 similar. Overall mean differences between specialist group ratings were not significant for 535 Expert judgement carefully collected and analysed, can be used to document and assess the 536 roles of risk contributions from putative causal factors that determine health outcomes. This 537 method provides injury researchers with a rapid low cost tool for data collection comparable 538 to that obtained through resource intensive epidemiological designs. A method based on 539 expert judgement of course cannot replace these more robust designs, but may prove a useful 540 substitute or preliminary method for generating new knowledge to address health problems 541 and improve outcomes. 542 543 544 Acknowledgments: 545 The authors express their thanks to the surf specialists who provided their time for 546 participation in the research study.
